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In this workshop…
What is accessibility and why is it important?

What laws govern the College’s compliance?

What materials must be evaluated for accessibility?

How can we evaluate our course content?

How can we fix accessibility issues?

Where we can turn for tools and resources?



What does “accessibility” 
mean to you?



What is Accessibility?

Access
The right or opportunity to reach or use 

Ability
The power or means to do something

Accessibility
The quality of being able to reach or use



Accessibility allows all students to:

acquire the 
same 

information.

engage in the 
same 

interactions.

enjoy the same 
services.

receive the same opportunities 
for a college education.



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
◦ Title II
◦ Title III

Rehabilitation Act of 1973
◦ Section 504
◦ Section 508

Laws governing compliance…
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Presentation Notes
Enforced by the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) and U.S. Department of Justice No otherwise qualified person due to disability may be denied the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program, service, or activity of a public entity receiving federal financial assistance. Part of this obligation is to provide equally effective communication to persons with disabilities, regardless of communication media used (print, audio, or computerized)Title IIprohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in all services, programs, and activities provided to the public by State and local governmentsTitle IIIprohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in the activities of places of public accommodations (businesses that are generally open to the public and that fall into one of 12 categories listed in the ADA, such as restaurants, movie theaters, schools, day care facilities, recreation facilities, and doctors' offices) and requires newly constructed or altered places of public accommodation—as well as commercial facilities (privately owned, nonresidential facilities such as factories, warehouses, or office buildings)—to comply with the ADA Standards. Section 504no qualified handicapped person shall, on the basis of handicap, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity which receives Federal financial assistance



Section 508 Refresh 

All information and communication technology that is 
developed, procured, maintained, or used by a federal agency 
must be accessible to individuals with disabilities at a level that is 
comparable and equivalent to individuals without disabilities. 

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0
• Internationally accepted standards for digital accessibility

January 2018 deadline
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4 principles:PerceivableOperable UnderstandableRobust



Compliance with the law is 
crucial, but it is our students who 

truly matter…



Accessibility Standards Benefit ALL Students
Students who choose not to register with SAIL

Students with various learning styles and modes
 Auditory
 Visual

Students who speak English as a second language

Students who may not be familiar with the vocabulary

Students who use various equipment, browsers, and software to view course materials



Accessibility Standards Benefit Instructors, too!
Cleaner, easy-to-navigate courses

Multisensory input increases comprehension

Saves time when implementing required accommodations through SAIL

Fewer technical issues when viewing course on different equipment 
 Mobile apps
 Tablets
 Apple
 Windows
 ChromeBooks
 ThinkPads



“Everybody is a 
genius. But if you 
judge a fish by its 
ability to climb a 
tree, it will live its 
whole life believing 
it is stupid.”

--- Albert Einstein
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Example of quiz on Canvas:38% first attempt98% second attemptTesting ability to click buttons in Canvas or testing knowledge of subject content?



EFSC’s Accessibility Initiative 
College-wide collaborative effort spanning multiple departments 
 Accessibility Steering Committee

Phase 1 
 FT and PT faculty teaching online core courses in the AA program
 Deadline: January 2018

Phase 2
 FT and PT faculty teaching any online course 
 Deadline: end of Spring 2018

Phase 3
 FT and PT faculty teaching face-to-face course and publish material in Canvas
 Deadline: beginning of Fall 2018 



What materials must be evaluated for accessibility?

All content posted digitally in conjunction with EFSC, 
including content that is:

• Developed in-house

• Purchased

• Linked to

• Part of a text book package



Course materials to be evaluated…

Websites

Documents

Presentations

Content entered directly into Canvas

Images and graphics

Videos, animations, and audio files

Tables and lists

Must go through ETAC approval:

Software and programs

Applications and tools

Open source software (freeware)
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ETAC form can be found on the website and should be submitted to Michelle Richard (co-chair)



Time for the Quiz!!




Version # 1

This PDF has been scanned 
and is not accessible.

Scanned PDFs automatically 
save as images; therefore, 
none of the content is 
recognized by screen 
readers.






Version # 2

This PDF is not fully accessible.

Features that are not 
accessible:
 Header & footer
 No headings
 No alt text
 Improperly formatted links






Version # 3

This PDF is fully accessible 
and can be read accurately 
by a screen reader.






Here are the Quizzes you just heard…



By working together, we can ensure that 
ALL students have access to the top-notch 

education they deserve.
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By working together, we can ensure that all students have access to the top-notch education they deserve. 
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